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The standard proofs of the Baire category theorem for complete metric
spaces (for compact Hausdorff spaces) use the Principle of Dependent Choice.
Goldblatt [1] showed the Baire Category Theorem for complete metric spaces
is equivalent to the Principle of Dependent Choice. So there are models of set
theory in which the Baire Category Theorem for complete metric spaces fails.
On the other hand, in case of the Baire category theorem for compact Haus-
dorff spaces the existence of such models has not been known.
The purpose of this paper is to construct compact Hausdorff spaces which
are not Baire spaces in models of set theory. We also show explicitly com-
plete metric spaces which are not Baire spaces.
§1. Preliminaries.
The Baire Category Theorem. A subset S of a topological space X is
meager (or of firstcategory) if S is a countable union of nowhere dense sets.
A topological space X is a Baire space if every nonempty open set of X is not
meager. The Baire Category Theorem for complete metric spaces (resp. for
compact Hausdorff spaces) is the assertion every complete metric space (resp.
compact Hausdorff space) is a Baire space.
Dependent Choke. The principle of Dependent Choice (DC) is a weakened
form of the Axiom of Choice (AC):
(DC) // R is a binary relation on a set S such thatfor all s =S there exists
a t^S with sRt, then for any s<^S there exists a sequence /: <w―>Swith /(0)= s
and /(n)i?/(n + l) for all n<a).
Set theory with atoms, ZFA. The set theory with atoms, ZFA, is a modified
version of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (ZF). and it admits objects other than
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sets, atoms. Atoms are objects which have no elements. The language of
ZFA consists of = and ge and of two constant symbols 0(the empty set) and
A(the set of all atoms). The axioms of ZFA are as follows :
O. Empty set ―i3x(x<=0).
A. Atoms Vx[x<=A+-+―lx=OA―>By(y^x)'].
Atoms are the elements of .4; sets are all objects which are not atoms.
Al. Extensionality (V sets X, Y)[yz(z<=X<-> zseY) ^ X=Y].
A2. Pairing; A3. Comprehension; A4. Union; A5. Power-Set;
A6. Replacement; A7. Infinity are like the axioms of ZF.
A8. Regularity (V set X)[X=0VBy(=X(Xny=0)].
For any set S let £P"(S)be defined as follows:
3>°(S)=S,
&a+1(S)=2>a(S)U&(@a(S)),
5>a(S)= U 3>*(S) for limit a,
and let
a>≪(S)= U <?a(S).
Then we have V=@ca(A). So we can define the rank of x, p{x), for every
set x:
jo(x)=the a such that xEES"t+1(A)-3'a(A).
(For an atom x, let p(x)= ―1.) If we add to ZFA the axiom ,4=0, we get
ZF ZFA-I-Af! is cnnsisfpmf-iff ZF is rnnsisfpnt-
Permutation Models. Let <3A
be a transitive model of ZFA and let A be the
set of atoms of JA.. For each permutation 7r of A, we can define n(x) for
every set x by recursion on the rank of x:
7r(0)=0, iz{x)~{7c{y)＼y^x).
Then -k becomes an automorphism of M. Let Q be a group of permutations
of A A set ff of subgroups of 5 is a normal filteron 5 if for all subgroups
//,if of Q :
(1) £eeS;
(2) if He 3 and ifeff, then HnK^3 ;
(3) if # =ff and //cif, then iiTeg;
(4) if 7TG5 and //e£F,then nHn~l^3 ;
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(5) for each a<E.A, {tz^Q＼7ta= a＼eff .
Let Q and 3 be fixed. xgJ is called symmetric if {7re5|^x = x} <e£F.
The permutation model determined by Q and ff is the class
m={x＼xcmA{n<^Q＼7tx=x}<=3}
which consists of all hereditarily symmetric objects. Then
m is a transitivemodel of ZFA; 3>°°(Q)cimand A<E:m.
Let Q be a group of permutations of A, An ideal / on ,4 is normal if
(1) if ^£5 and E^I, then {7re|ee£} e/;
(2) for each ae.4, {a}e:/.
For each x, let fix(x) be the subgroup of Q defined by:
fix(x)= {n(=Q＼i:y= y for all y^x).
Let EF be the filteron Q generated by the subgroups fix(is),Eg I. Then SF is
normal. In this case, x is symmetric iff there exists an Eg I such that
fix(E)cz{x^S＼tzx ―x) .
E is called a support of x. Normal filtersused in this paper will be of this
type.
For more detailed descriptions on ZFA and on permutation models refer to
[2; Chapter 4].
§2. Complete metric spaces which are not Baire.
Let <3Abe a model of ZFA+AC with countable atoms. Divide the set A
of atoms of 3A into countably many disjointpairs:
^4=
U An, An = {an, bn)
Let Q be the group of all those permutations of A which preserve the pairs
(i.e. 7zAn ―An for all n<a>). Let I be the ideal of all finite subsets of A. I
is normal. Let 1 be the filtergenerated by subgroups fix(E), £eJ. Let 32 be
the permutation model determined by Q and 1. In [2], 32 is called the second
Fraenkel model. Note that for xg3I we can take a support of x of the form
A0＼JAi＼J■■■＼JAk (as each An is finite).
For each n<a), let
,4*― 4 V I [rt＼
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In the model 71, consider the set
p=ua*
n<a>
and the metric on P defined by
dU, g)=ilJtnU(n)^g(n)-] + l}-1 for /, g(EP {f±g).
Then we have the
Theorem 1. In Ul, <P, rf> is a complete metric space which is not a Baire
space.
Proof. First note that
(*) // /1OW.41W ･･･＼jAk is a support of /gP, then f{n) ―n for each n>k.
For if n>k and /(≫)=£n, then f(n)<=An and there is a 7refix(/l0W/liW ･■･VJ/U)
such that f{ri)i^iz{f(n)),but 7t{f{n))={it:f){itn)= f{n), a contradiction.
Next we show that the metric space <P, rf> is not a Baire space in 32.
For each n <a), let
SB={/e/>|Vm>H /(m)=m}.
Then, by (*), we have
(**) P=KJSn.
n<oi
As every ^Gfi preserves >Sre
and the sequence <Srejn<<D>, these are in 71. Each
Sra is nowhere dense in 71, since Sn is closed and does not contain any non-
empty open set. So (**) shows that <P, d} is not a Baire space in 71.
Finally we show that the metric space <P, d> is complete in 71. By (*) we
have
(***) if f, g^P have a support A0＼jAxU ■■･＼JAk,
then either f=g or d(f, g)^(k + l)~1.
Let </f|?<o>>ge.T2 be a fundamental sequence of <P, d}. Take a k such that
/1OW ･･･＼JAk is a support of <ft＼i<a>>. Then for prefix(.40W ･･･＼jAk)
<7r(/i)Ii<(o> = n<ft I≪<o≫>= </41*<<u> .
So .40W ･･･Uii is also a support of /* for every i<a>. As </f|/<G>> is a
fundamental sequence, by (***), there must exist an n such that
Hence
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lim /*=/,
This shows P is complete in 71. □
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Goldblatt[1] showed that under ―iDC there is a complete metric space
which is not Baire. We show here how to constructsuch a space because his
constructionis indirect.
Construction : Assume ―iDC. Then we can take a set S, a binary rela-
tion R on S, and an element s of S such that VxeS3yeS(xi?v) and such that
＼/f:<o->S{f(0)= s^3k≪olVn<k /(n)/?/(n + l)A-"/(fe)fl/(£+ l)]}.
Let
F={/>|Fnc(/))AO<dom(/>)<a≫A/>(0) = sAVn[n + ledom(/>H/>(n)i?/>(n+l)]}.
Consider the metric space Pm with the metric defined by
d(f, g)={[mU(n)^g(nX + l}-1 for /, geP*<J±g).
Pm is complete, for the limit of a fundamental sequence can be defined ex-
plicitly. The subset
C={f<=Pa>＼Vn≪o f(n)cif(n+l)}
consisting of increasing sequences is nonempty and closed, for,if /(m)<£/(m+l),
then {g<=.Pw＼Vn<m+2[g(rc) = /(?2)]}is a neighbourhood of / disjoint from C.
So C is a complete metric space with the metric dC＼C2. Now we shall show
C is not a Baire space. For each n<a), let
Cn={/eC|3m<≪ nedom(/(m))}.
Then Cn is open in C. For, if /gC and m=dom(/(m)), then {^GEP<u|<g-(m)=
f(m)}r＼C is a neighbourhood of / in C includedin Cn. To see that Creis
dense in C, take /eC and let N―{g^Pm＼^i<k g(i)= f{i))r＼Cbe a basic open
neighbourhood of / in C. By applying the conditionVx^S3y^S(xRy) at
most n times, f{k) can be extended to a p^P with nGdom(6). Define g by:
g=(f＼k)＼J{(n, p)＼k£n<a)＼.
Then g<=Nr＼Cn, so Cn is dense. Now by the definitionsof C and Cn's we
have
/g r＼Cn<―> Vn<<o[/(n)c/(n + l)] A U dom(/(w))=tw .
So by the choice of P
71<<W
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nCn=O, i.e. C=U(C-CB)
ra<<y n<o)
As C ―Cn is nowhere dense, C is not a Baire space.
§3. Construction of a compact Hausdorff space which is not Baire.
Let 3A be a model of ZFA+AC and assume that the set A of atoms of JA
is countable in JM. Let A be divided into countably many disjoint countable
sets:
A―＼JAnt An={anm＼m<o)}.
n<<a
By AC in JA, we can take sets <, and maps (pn such that each <pn:(An, <,>
―KQ, <> is an order isomorphism, where <Q, <> is the usual order structure
of rationals. Let Q be the group of all those permutations of A which preserve
each An and each order <,, and which move on only finitelymany ^4n's. Let
/ be the ideal of all finite subsets of A. Let % be the normal filteron Q
generated by the subgroups fix(£),E^I. Let m be the permutation model
determined Q and 3. By the choice of Q, each (An, <,> is in 32.
In Jl, consider An as a topological space with the open interval topology
induced by the ordered set <An, <,>. Then we have the
Lemma, (a) Every open set of An is a union of finitelymany open intervals
of <An, <,>.
(b) Every closed set of An is a union of finitelymany intervals of the forms
(-, a], la, b＼ la, ->).
(c) Every compact set of An is a union of finitely many closed intervals of
(.An, <,>, and vice versa.
Proof. Let BelJI be a subset of An and let £ be a support of B. As
tz(B) is determined by n＼An, we may suppose EcAn. Let
E―{eQ, eu ･･･, ek), e^<n&＼<n ･･･<nek ■
If a^B, then n(a)<=B for all :r Efix(£). If ogK e0),then {n(a)＼Tt^fix(E)}
= (*-, e0). So, if ae5n(<―, e0),then (≪―,eo)cB. Hence
either (<―,eo)n5=0 or (<-, eo)c=fi.
In the same way, we can prove
either {eu ei+i)nB=0 or (eu ei+i)cB for /=0, 1, ･･■,6 ―1;
either (ek, -^)n5=0 or (ek, -^)czB .
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Thus B must be a union of some of sets:
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(<-, et),{e0},(<?<,,ej, fa], ･･･,(ek-u ek),{ek＼,(ek, ―).
Therefore (a) and (b) hold.
Now we turn to proving (c). For each subset B of An, let ZT be the cor-
responding subset of reals in JH: for example
{a, hT={r＼3l^tr^R/＼<pn(a)<r<<pn{b)yl ;
(-, flr={r|JKN=Cre/2Ar<9)B(a)]} ;
la, hT= {r＼JH＼=[rEiRA<Pn(a)^r^<pn(b)']} ;
if £=(≪-, bo)V(bu bt)＼J･･･U(62*-i, &2*) with bo<nbi<nhz<n ･･･<n6≪,
then !?"=(*-, boyu(bu hTU ■■■U(bik.lf biky;
if B = [6o, b{]U ･･･[J[_bzk, b2k+1] with bo^nb1<nb^nb,<n ･■■<≫&8*^Bfc8t+1,
then B"=[b0, hYU ■■■＼Jlbtk,bzk+iY; and so on.
Let B be a union of finitelymany closed intervals of (An, <,>. Then the set
B~ is a bounded closed subset of R in 3i. Let {G,-|/e/} be an open covering
of B in 32. Then {G}|/e/} is an open covering of B" in JK. By the Heine-
Borel theorem in Jli,we can take a finitesubcovering {G^|/e/0} of 5. Then
{Gj|/e/o} covers 5. As /0 is finite, {G^l/e/o} is in m. Therefore B is
compact in 37. This proves the reverse direction of (c). Next, to prove the
forward direction of (c), assume that B is compact and that B is not a finite
union of closed intervals of (An, <,>. Since An is a Hausdorff space, B is
closed. By (b), B must be one of the forms:
(≪―,ei~＼＼JBrwith B'cz[_e,―>) for some e>ngj,
B'UOi, ->) with 5'c:(<-, e] for some e<nei,
An.
But then in either case, we can take explicitly an open covering of B
which has no finitesubcovering of B, a contradiction. Therefore (c) holds. □
By (c),every point of An has a compact neighbourhood, and hence An is
locallycompact. So let At be a one-pointcompactificationof An:
A*=An＼J{n}.
By (c) and (a),an open neighbourhood of the point n is of the form
(≪-,a)VJln＼＼J(b,-OUG
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where G is an open set of An.
In VI, consider the product space
t=iia*
B<0)
with the weak topology (this is possible as the sequence (At＼n<a)) is in m).
Then we have the
Theorem 2. In Jl, T is a compact Hausdorff space which is not a Baire
space.
Proof. In [3], we constructed a model 91 of ZFA, in which the Boolean
prime Ideal theorem holds. The model Jl constructed above is a special case
of SR. So, in Jl, the Boolean prime ideal theorem holds. The Boolean prime
ideal theorem is equivalent to the Tychonoff's Theorem for compact Hausdorff
spaces ([2, pp. 27-30]). Since each At Is compact Hausdorff in Jl, T, also,is
a compact Hausdorff space in Jl.
In the sequel we prove that T is not a Baire space. For each n<m put
An=A%xAtX ･･･XA*X {n + l} X {n+2＼ X ･■･.
Then each An and the sequence (A^nKw} are in Jl, since every jre£ pre-
serves An. An is closed and does not contain any nonempty open set in Jl;
thus An is nowhere dense in Jl. In order to prove that T is not Baire, it
sufficesto show that
(****)
rp
in 37. Let /gT and let £ be a support of /. As £ is finitethere is a k
such that
EczA0＼jA1KJ ･･･KJAi .
Assume that n>k and f(n)^n. Then there is a 7refix(is) such that ;r(/(n))
i=f(ri). Since £ is a support of /, x(f{n))=(itf)(im)=f{ri), this is a contra-
diction. So if n>k, then f(n)=n＼ i.e. f^Ak. As the sequence <J4Jn<a>> is
in Jl,(****) holds in 71. D
The truth of the assertion:
T is a compact Hausdorjj space which is not Baire
is determined in the set S""l(A). So we can apply the First Embedding Theo-
rem in [2, Theorem 6.1, p. 85] to the above permutation model to get a ZF
version (i.e. a symmetric model in which there is a compact Hausdorff space
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which is not Baire). Thus we have the
Theorem 3. In ZF (ZFA), the Baire category theorem for compact Haus-
dorffspacesis unprovahle(if ZF is consistent).
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